Abstract-Segmentation of foreground objects of interest from an image sequence is an important task in most smart cameras. Background subtraction is a popular and efficient technique used for segmentation. The method assumes that a background model of the scene under analysis is known. However, in many practical circumstances it is unavailable and needs to be estimated from cluttered image sequences. With embedded systems as the target platform, in this paper we propose a sequential technique for background estimation in such conditions, with low computational and memory requirements. The first stage is somewhat similar to that of the recently proposed agglomerative clustering background estimation method, where image sequences are analysed on a block by block basis. For each block location a representative set is maintained which contains distinct blocks obtained along its temporal line. The novelties lie in iteratively filling in background areas by selecting the most appropriate candidate blocks according to the combined frequency responses of extended versions of the candidate block and its neighbourhood. It is assumed that the most appropriate block results in the smoothest response, indirectly enforcing the spatial continuity of structures within a scene. Experiments on real-life surveillance videos demonstrate the advantages of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Smart cameras are becoming increasingly popular with the advancements in the field of computer vision and semiconductor technology. They are widely being used in intelligent video surveillance systems for monitoring critical infrastructures such as banks, airports, ports, etc. [1] , [2] . However, designing effective vision algorithms on these cameras is a challenge, owing to their limitations in terms of low computational power and memory footprint. One of the primary tasks of these cameras is real-time segmentation, tracking and analysis of foreground objects of interest. Many approaches for detecting and tracking objects are based on background subtraction techniques, where each frame is compared against a background model for foreground object detection.
The majority of background subtraction methods described in the literature adaptively model and update the background for every new input frame [3] , [4] , [5] . However, most of them presume the training image sequence used to model the background is free from foreground objects. This assumption is often not true in case of uncontrolled environments such as train stations and motorways, where directly obtaining a clear background is almost impossible. Furthermore, in outdoor video surveillance a strong illumination change can render
(ii) the existing background model ineffective. In such circumstances, it becomes inevitable to estimate the background using cluttered sequences (i.e where parts of the background are occluded). A good background estimate will complement the succeeding background subtraction process, which can result in improved detection of foreground objects. The problem can be paraphrased as follows: given a short image sequence captured from a stationary camera in which the background is occluded by moving foreground objects in every frame of the sequence, the aim is to estimate its background, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . This problem is also known in the literature as background initialisation or bootstrapping [4] .
Existing background estimation techniques, such as simple median filtering, typically require the storage of all the input frames in memory before estimating the background. This increases memory requirements immensely. In this paper we propose a robust background estimation algorithm that has been specifically designed for efficient implementation on embedded systems. It operates on the input frames sequentially, avoiding the need to store all the frames. It is also computationally less intensive, enabling the system to achieve realtime performance -this aspect is critical in video surveillance applications.
We continue as follows. Section II gives an overview of the existing methods for background estimation. Section III describes the proposed algorithm in detail. Results from experiments on real-life surveillance videos are summarised in Section IV, followed by the main findings in Section V.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
Existing methods to address the cluttered background estimation problem can be broadly classified into three categories: (i) pixel-level processing, (ii) region-level processing, and (iii) a hybrid of the first two. In the first category the simplest techniques are based on applying a median filter on pixels at each location across all the frames. The background is estimated correctly if it is exposed for more than 50% of the time. In [6] , the algorithm finds pixel intervals of stable intensity in the image sequence, then heuristically chooses the value of the longest stable interval to most likely represent the background. In [7] , an algorithm based on a Bayes' theorem is proposed. For every new pixel it estimates the intensity value to which that pixel has the maximum posterior probability. In [8] , the first stage is similar to that of [6] , followed by choosing background pixel values whose interval maximises an objective function. All these pixel based techniques perform well when the foreground objects are moving but fail at regions where the time interval of exposure of background is less than that of foreground.
In the second category, the method proposed in [9] does a rough segmentation of input frames into foreground and background regions by working on blocks. To achieve this, each frame is divided into blocks and temporal sum of absolute differences (SAD) of the blocks of successive frames is calculated and a block similarity matrix is formed. The matrix elements that correspond to small SAD values are considered as stationary elements and high SAD values correspond to non-stationary elements. The algorithm works well in most scenarios, however, the spatial correlation of a given block with its neighbouring blocks already filled by the background is not exploited, which can result in the blending of the foreground and background if the objects move slowly or are quasi-stationary for extended periods.
In [10] , given an image sequence of T frames, each frame is divided into blocks of size N × N overlapping by half of their size in both dimensions. These blocks are clustered using single linkage agglomerative clustering along their time-line. In the following step the background is built iteratively by selecting the best continuation block for the current background using principles of visual grouping. The algorithm can have problems with blending of the foreground and background due to slow moving or are quasi-stationary objects. Furthermore, the algorithm is not likely to achieve real-time performance due to its complexity.
In the third category, the algorithm presented in [11] has two stages. The first stage is similar to that of [6] , with the second stage estimating the likelihood of background visibility by computing the optical flow of blocks between successive frames. The motion information aids to classify an intensity transition as background to foreground or vice versa. The results are typically good but the usage of optical flow for each pixel makes it computationally intensive. In [12] the problem of estimating the background is viewed as an optimal labelling problem. The method defines an energy function which is minimised to achieve an optimal solution at each pixel location. It consists of data and smoothness terms. The data term accounts for pixel stationarity and motion boundary consistency while the smoothness term looks for spatial consistency in the neighbourhood. The function is minimised using the α-expansion algorithm [13] with suitable modifications. Another similar approach with a different energy function is proposed in [14] . The function is minimised using loopy belief propagation algorithm. Both solutions provide robust estimates, however, their main drawback is large computational complexity to process a small number of input frames. For instance, in [14] the authors report a prototype of the algorithm on Matlab takes about 2.5 minutes to estimate the background from a set of 10 images of QVGA (320 × 240) resolution.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
We propose an algorithm that addresses the problems described in the previous section and has several further advantages. It falls into the region-level processing category, with its first stage being similar to that of [10] . Specifically, image sequences are analysed on a block by block basis. For each block location a representative set is maintained which contains distinct blocks obtained along its temporal line.
The novelties of the proposed algorithm are as follows. (i) Unlike the abovementioned techniques, it does not expect all frames of the sequence to be stored in memory simultaneously -instead, it processes frames sequentially which is an ideal design for implementation on embedded systems. (ii) Robustness against high frequency image noise. (iii) Background areas are iteratively filled by selecting the most appropriate candidate blocks according to the combined frequency responses of extended versions of the candidate block and its neighbourhood. It is assumed that the most appropriate block results in the smoothest response, indirectly exploiting the spatial correlations within small regions of a scene.
A. Overview
In the text below we first provide an overview of the proposed algorithm, followed by a detailed description of its components (Sections III-B to III-D). It is assumed that at each block location the background is revealed at some point in the training sequence for a short interval (at least for two consecutive frames) and the camera is stationary. The algorithm has three stages.
Let the resolution of the greyscale image sequence I be W × H. In the first stage, each frame is divided into blocks of size N × N pixels. Let I f be the f -th frame of the training image sequence and let its blocks be denoted by B f (i, j),
where F is the total number of frames. that were obtained along its temporal line. To determine uniqueness, the similarity of blocks is calculated as described in Section III-B. Let W k denote the number of occurrences of r k in the sequence, i.e., the number of blocks at location (i, j) which are deemed to be the same as r k (i, j).
It is assumed that one element of R(i, j) corresponds to the background block. To ensure blocks from moving objects are not stored, block b f (i, j) will be registered as r k+1 (i, j) only if it appears in at least two consecutive frames.
In the second stage, representative sets R(i, j) having just one block are considered to initialise the corresponding block locations BG(i, j) in the background BG.
In the third stage, an empty background block is selected and filled with a block from the corresponding representative set R(i, j). The procedure for selecting the location of an empty background block is described in Section III-C. Each representative block r k (i, j) is analysed (along with its already filled neighbourhood) in the frequency domain. The details of the analysis and the selection of the most appropriate representative block is described in Section III-D.
The overall pseudo-code of the algorithm is given in Listing 1 and an example of the algorithm in action is shown in Fig. 2 .
B. Similarity Criteria for Blocks
We assert that two blocks b f (i, j) and r k (i, j) are similar if the following two constraints are satisfied:
and
Eqns. (1) and (2) respectively evaluate the correlation coefficient and the mean of absolute differences (MAD) between the two blocks, with the latter constraint ensuring that the blocks are close in N 2 dimensional space. µ r k , µ b f and σ r k , σ b f are the mean and standard deviation of the elements of blocks r k and b f respectively, while
T1 is selected empirically (typically 0.8), to ensure that two visually identical blocks are not treated as being different due to image noise. T2 is proportional to image noise as is found automatically as follows. Using a short training video, the MAD between co-located blocks of successive frames is calculated. Let the number of frames be L and N b be the 
ii) Find the representative block rm(i, j) from the set
based on conditions in Eqns. (1) and (2).
to set R(i, j) and initialise its weight, W k (i, j), to 1. else Update the matched block rm(i, j) and its weight Wm(i, j) as:
Stage 3 -Estimation of the missing background while (BG not filled) do if BG (i, j) = ∅ and has neighbours as specified in Section III-C then BG (i, j) ← r min (i, j), the block out of set R (i, j) which yields minimum value of the cost function described in Eqn. number of blocks per frame. The total MAD points obtained will be (L − 1)N b . These points are sorted in ascending order and divided into quartiles. The points lying between quartiles Q3 and Q1 are considered. Their mean, µQ 31 and standard deviation, σQ 31 , are used to estimate T2 as (µQ 31 + 2σQ 31 ). This ensures that low MAD values (close or equal to zero) and high MAD values (arising due to movement of objects) are ignored (i.e. treated as outliers).
We note that both constraints (1) and (2) (ii) a superblock and its DCT coefficient matrix C, where block X is initialised to 0. (iii) a superblock and its DCT coefficient matrix D1, where block X is initialised with candidate 1 and its neighbourhood set to 0. (iv) combined spectral distribution C + D1 for candidate 1. (v) combined spectral distribution C + D2 for candidate 2. The smoother distribution for candidate 1 indicates it is a better fit than candidate 2 for block X.
have a perfect correlation of 1 but their MAD will be higher than T2. On the other hand, if a thin edge of the foreground object is contained in one of the blocks, their MAD may be well within T2. However, Eqn.
(1) will be low enough to indicate the dissimilarity of the blocks. We note that in [10] the similarity criteria is just based on the sum of squared distances between the two blocks.
C. Neighbourhood Selection
The background at an empty block will be estimated only if the background is available in at least 2 neighbouring blocks of its 4-connected neighbours, which are adjacent to each other and also in the diagonal block located between them. For instance, in Fig. 3 , block X has blocks D, B, E and G as its 4-connected neighbours. It is assumed that blocks D, B and A have been already filled with the background. Hence, the background at block X can be estimated. Mandating that the background should be available in at least 3 neighbouring blocks located in three different directions with respect to block X ensures that the best match is obtained after evaluating the continuity of the pixels in all possible orientations. Fig. 3 if we had background in blocks C and E as well, then block X could have been filled by considering blocks A, B and D or B, C and E. We evaluate the cost function given by Eqn.(3) for both these combinations independently and pick the block that yields the least value. Sometimes not all the three neighbours are available. In such cases we use one of the available 4-connected neighbours which yields minimum value of the cost function defined by Eqn. (3).
Suppose in

D. Cost Function for Candidate Block Selection
Let us call the cluster of 4 blocks shown in Fig. 4 (block X along with its neighbours) as a superblock. It is assumed that block X is empty and blocks A, B, C are filled with the background. Let block X have S representatives in its set R for k = 1, 2, · · · , S where one of them represents the true background. Choosing the best candidate is accomplished by analysing complementary versions of the superblock in the frequency domain. For the decomposition we chose the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [15] due to its decorrelation properties [16] as well as ease of implementation in hardware.
The two complementary versions of the superblock are constructed as follows. In both versions high frequency components are artificially synthesised. 1) Background data exists in blocks A, B and C. Block X is forced to zero. We take the 2D DCT of the resulting superblock. The transform coefficients are stored in matrix C of size M × M (M = 2N ) with its elements referred to as Cv,u. The DC term C0,0 is forced to 0 since we are interested in analysing the spatial variations of pixel values.
2) A complementary operation is performed by setting blocks A, B and C to zero and initialising block X with data from r k , the k-th representative block from set R. The 2D DCT of the resulting superblock is calculated and the transform coefficients are stored in matrix D k . The DC term D k 0,0 is set to 0.
The second version of the superblock is constructed for every representative block. A graphical example of the procedure is shown in Fig. 5 .
The polarity of the synthesised high frequency components in C and D k will be opposite since the pattern of forcing blocks to 0 is complementary. When the correct pair of coefficient matrices is added (e.g. C + D1), the synthesised high frequency components tend to get reduced to a greater extent when compared to other pairs.
It must be noted that setting blocks to 0 in the two versions of the superblocks does not always generate high frequency components. This can occur if the actual pixel values of the blocks themselves are close to 0. To ensure that high frequency components are always synthesised, we analyse the mean µ k of r k : if µ k ≥ 128 the blocks are set to 0, otherwise they are set to 255.
As evident in Fig. 5. (ii) and 5.(iii) the synthesised high frequency components are always significant near the origin (along first few rows and columns) and negligible as we move diagonally away from it. Typically, the significant components in those regions correspond to high frequency image noise. Hence, in our cost calculation defined below we consider only the lower 75% of the frequency components after performing a zig-zag scan from the origin.
The cost function to select the best match is given by:
and λ k = (1 + 0.5/ (max (3, W k ))), with W k being the weight of the representative block r k (see Section III). The representative block which yields minimum value of the cost function is assumed to be the best continuation of the background. The weight factor λ k is used in order to further differentiate the true background block from other candidate blocks that may contain moving foreground objects. However, its variation as a function of the number of occurrences is significantly less as evident in Fig. 6 . It is necessary to address the scenario where the true background block is visible for a short interval of time when compared to blocks containing the foreground. For example, in Fig. 2 , a sequence consisting of 450 frames was used to estimate its background. The person was standing as shown in Fig. 2(i) for the first 350 frames and eventually walked off during the last 100 frames. The algorithm was able to estimate the background occluded by the standing person. It must be noted that pixel-level processing techniques fail in this case. λ k is designed such that it mitigates the influence of selecting a foreground block exposed more than the background block.
IV. EXPERIMENTS We compared the proposed algorithm with a median filter based approach as well as the agglomerative clustering method presented in [10] . We used a total of 15 surveillance videos: 10 obtained from CAVIAR dataset 1 and 5 sequences from SPEVI dataset 2 . In our experiments the testing was limited to greyscale sequences. The size of each block was set to 16 × 16. Based on preliminary evaluations, threshold T 1 was empirically set to 0.8 and T2 was found to vary between 0.5 and 4 when tested on several image sequences (T1 and T2 are described in Section III-B). A prototype of the algorithm using Matlab on a 1.6 GHz dual core processor yielded 17 fps when processing images with a resolution of 320×240. We present both subjective and objective analysis of the results.
To evaluate objectively we considered the test criteria described in [11] , where the average grey-level error (AGE), total number of error pixels (EPs) and the number of "clustered" error pixels (CEPs) are used. AGE is the average of the difference between the true and estimated backgrounds. If the difference between estimated and true background pixel is greater than a threshold, then it is classified as an EP. We set the threshold to 20, to ensure good quality backgrounds. A CEP is defined as any error pixel whose 4-connected neighbours are also error pixels. As our method is based on region-level processing we calculated only the AGE and CEP. Averaged results from the 15 image sequences are shown in Table I . Fig. 7 shows example results on three sequences (one from SPEVI and two from CAVIAR) with differing complexities. In the first sequence, initially the person is motionless for a certain interval and then walks to his right. In the second sequence, two persons fight and one of them falls on the floor. The last one is complex where two people converse for most of the time while others walk slowly along the corridor. The visual results confirm the objective results in Table I , with the proposed method producing better quality backgrounds than the median filter approach and the agglomerative clustering method. It is evident that agglomerative clustering method results in blending of foreground and background, if foreground objects move slowly.
From our experiments we found the memory footprint to store the representative sets of all the blocks is on average only 5% of the memory required for storing all the frames, making it well suited for embedded systems. This is in contrast to existing algorithms, which typically require the storage of all the frames before processing can begin.
We conducted experiments on image sequences represented in other colour spaces such as RGB and YUV and evaluated the overall cost function as the sum of individual cost functions evaluated on each channel independently. The results were marginally better than those obtained using greyscale input. This is because the algorithm estimates the spatial continuity of structures within a scene which are very well represented in greyscale.
For ease of computation, the 2D-Ordered Hadamard transform [17] , [18] can be utilised as an alternative to the 2D-DCT, since its computation involves no multiplication operator. However, for complex background sequences (strong texture), preliminary experiments it did not yield good results (result details not reported here).
V. MAIN FINDINGS
In this paper we proposed a background estimation algorithm that is able to accurately estimate the background from cluttered surveillance videos containing foreground objects. It has several advantages, such as low memory requirements due to sequential processing of frames and computational efficiency, making the algorithm ideal for implementing on embedded systems. It is also robust against quasi-stationary or slow moving objects as well as image noise.
The performance of the algorithm is invariant to moderate illumination changes. This is because we consider only ac coefficients of the DCT in our cost evaluation defined in Eqn. (3) . However, the similarity criteria defined by Eqns (1) and (2) creates multiple representatives for the same visually identical block. Tackling this problem efficiently is part of further research.
Experiments on real-life surveillance videos indicate that the algorithm obtains considerably better results (both objectively and subjectively) than methods based on median filtering and agglomerative clustering.
(i)
(ii) (iii) (iv) Fig. 7 : (i) Example frames from three videos, and the reconstructed background using: (ii) median filter, (iii) agglomerative clustering [10] , (iv) proposed method.
